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Project Objective
The project aims at improving Italian Government’s
capacities and institutional arrangements to
deliver the objectives of the National Sustainable
Development Strategy (NSDS). By mainstreaming the
OECD Policy Coherence for Sustainable development
(PCSD) approach across the policy cycle, the project
identified governance gaps across levels of government
and suggested actionable solutions for breaking policy
silos, improving sustainability measurement and
strengthening inter-institutional and multi-stakeholder
dialogue. As a result, the project produced a PCSD
Governance Scan and a PCSD Action Plan, which has
been embedded in the 2021 revision of the NSDS.

Context

Development Strategy into NSDS 2021,
policy coherence is gaining increasing
attention and is becoming a priority in many branches
and settings of Italian administration, both at local
and central level. The Covid-19 pandemic showed
how policies are intertwined and called for more
integrated public policies that combine economic,
environmental and social long-term perspectives, fully
in line with the 2030 Agenda principles and the SDGs.
The Italian PCSD Action Plan offers concrete guidance
for formulating such policies at national and local
level which take into account sustainability impacts
now, on next generations and on developing countries,
while also devising tools for effective engagement and
participation at all levels. These recommendations
have been included in the Area of the Strategy
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Objective 1
Review and analysis of the
current Governance framework
for sustainability: a Governance
Scan was produced from
information collected through
ad-hoc surveys and other
bilateral interviews with key
central and sub-national
actors, including Regions and
Metropolitan Cities as well as
civil society– already active in
the revision of the NSDS. It also
included setting up an informal
engagement group with the
Presidency of the Council
of Ministries and key line
Ministries.

Objective 2
Strenghten PCSD capacities
(October 2020-June 2021):
three targeted workshops,
focused on transboundary
impacts of Italian domestic
policies, evaluation mechanisms
and coherence matrixed involved
over one hundred participants
from central and territorial
administrations and civil society.
In addition, in-depth background
documents have supported the
exchanges.
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L’image : nous aimerions avoir une
montagne avec une route pour aller
au sommet avec au sommet PCSD,
tandis qu’à la base de la montagne
un panneau avec un plan d’action
écrit.

ACTION

PLAN

Objective 3
A PCSD Action Plan was
produced through engagement
and consultation with
permanent multistakeholder
platforms (Regions, Autonomous
Provinces, Metropolitan Cities,
Sustainable Development Civil
Society Forum) and central
administrations. The key
findings are embedded in the
revised National Sustainable
Development Strategy (NSDS).

